
Gallagher security insulators are crafted from UV stabilized material for long life and 
strength, these insulators are suitable for a wide range of wire types. Designed to fit 
securely to galvanised steel security posts, these insulators offer superior protection 
against arcing.

Specialized high performance security insulators designed for Gallagher’s monitored 
pulse fence.

Security Insulators
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Wire at any angle 
Regardless of topography and elevation changes,  
the omni directional design of the Gallagher  
Pull Through Elevation Strain can accommodate  
the angle required.

Maximum wire tension:
• 60kg (long term load)
• 200kg (peak load)

Tracking distance: 
48mm

Material:  
UV stabilized glass filled nylon

Material: 
+/- 45° in all directions

Advanced arc protection 
Dual shield design gives the Enhanced Intermediate  
Insulator superior contamination resistance.  
The increased tracking distance allows the insulator  
to operate effectively with higher voltages and in  
challenging  environmental conditions.

Available in two configurations; hard claws for robust fixtures, 
and break away for reactive alarms from even minimal 
attempts to scale the perimeter.

Breakaway load (G27606):  
20kg

Tracking distance:  
81mm

Material:    
UV stabilized HDPE

Maximum operational angle:  
1-2° vertical down 
3-5° vertical up 
2-3° horizontal forward  
16-32° horizontal back

Enhanced Intermediate Insulator

Pull Through Elevation Strain
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GALLAGHER WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Kahikatea Drive, Hamilton 3206
Private Bag 3026, Hamilton 3240
New Zealand

TEL: +64 7 838 9800 
EMAIL: security@gallagher.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
New Zealand ................................... +64 7 838 9800
Americas ...................................... +1 877 560 6308
Asia ............................................... +852 3468 5175
Australia ...................................... +61 3 9308 7722
India ........................................... +91 98 458 92920

 
South Africa ................................ +27 11 974 4740
United Kingdom / Europe .......... +44 2476 64 1234
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DISCLAIMER: This document gives certain information about 
products and/or services provided by Gallagher Group Limited 
or its related companies (referred to as “Gallagher Group”). The 
information is indicative only and is subject to change without 
notice meaning it may be out of date at any given time.  Although 
every commercially reasonable effort has been taken to ensure the 
quality and accuracy of the information, Gallagher Group makes no 
representation as to its accuracy or completeness and it should 
not be relied on as such. To the extent permitted by law, all express 
or implied, or other representations or warranties in relation to the 
information are expressly excluded. Neither Gallagher Group nor 
any of its directors, employees or other representatives shall be 
responsible for any loss that you may incur, either directly or 
indirectly, arising from any use or decisions based on the 
information provided. Except where stated otherwise, the 
information is subject to copyright owned by Gallagher Group and 
you may not sell it without permission. Gallagher Group is the 
owner of all trademarks reproduced in this information. All 
trademarks which  are not the property of Gallagher Group, are 
acknowledged. Copyright © Gallagher Group Ltd.  All rights 
reserved.
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Technical Specifications

Part numbers
G27606    Enhanced Intermediate Insulator - Breakaway (x100)

G27608    Enhanced Intermediate Insulator - Breakaway (x500)

G27706    Enhanced Intermediate Insulator - Hard claw (x100)

G27708    Enhanced Intermediate Insulator - Hard claw (x500)

G22905    Pull Through Elevation Strain  

Features G27606 G27706 G22905

Breakaway  - -

Ext corner - - 
UV stable   
HV+ compatible   
Material HDPE HDPE GF Nylon

Tracking distance 81mm 81mm 48mm

Colour Black Black Black

Pack size 100/500 100/500 50

Security insulators G27606 G27706 G22905
Dimensions - H x W x D 47mm x 45mm x 60mm 47mm x 45mm x 60mm 43mm x 46mm x 80mm

Breakaway claw
The special design of the breakaway claw makes a fence difficult to traverse without setting 
off alarms. The weight of the intruder causes the support claw to snap, and the resulting 
contact to surrounding security wires causes an immediate alarm state.

A combination of breakaway and hard claws can provide an even more effective solution, 
depending on the requirements of the perimeter. 

Dimensions


